
Are you outgoing or shy?

Are you Serious or Silly?

Are you a
Pessimist, Realist, or Optimist

Are you a 
Leader or Follower

Do you a) share your opinion or 
b) keep your opinion to yourself?
               (a)          (b)

Dopey- You are sweet and silly. 
You have a good sense of what is 
going around you because you 
are a silent observer. You are fun 
to have around and are quite 
lovable!

Do you like to 
have a plan 
or are you 

spontaneous?

What would  be more likely to 
stop you from doing something?
A) Your energy level
B) Your insecurities

If  you were going to 
read a book, would 

you pick 
Fiction or 

Non Fiction?
If you were in a 

dangerous situation 
would you 

A) stay and fight 
B) run away?

Grumpy-You are stubborn 
and passionate. You can't be 
easily intimidated or talked 
out of something. You are 
Loyal and will stand up and 
fight for those you love. You 
are a true leader.

Sneezy-You tend to be a bit 
of a worrywart. You've 
learned that it pays to be 
cautious in life. You are very 
responsible and detail 
oriented. You are good at 
staying on task.You may be 
quite serious, but you never 
take yourself too seriously.

Happy- You are outgoing and 
friendly. An inspiration always 
lifting people up. Your positive 
attitude is your best trait. You 
can’t stand confrontation.
It's important to you that 
everyone gets along.

Doc-You are extremely 
intellectual, and sometimes you 
find it hard to relate to other 
people because of it.
Even though everyone feels a bit 
dumber around, they like having 
you around. Your wisdom and 
advice is always respected and 
appreciated

Sleepy-You are an easy-going, 
relaxed person. You don't have 
a care in the world. You wear 
your emotions on your sleeve 
and no one has to guess what 
you’re feeling. 

Bashful- While you might not 
always be the first one to jump in 
and do something, you are an 
excellent listener and a deep 
thinker. You are extremely 
sensitive and emotional.
You are very polite and caring. 
You think before you speak, & you 
never say anything you regret.

Which Dwarf are you?
 W


